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More than just eye candy, Moonrock elevates your 
overall music enjoyment with Moshi Audio’s 
acoustically tuned driver units that effortlessly 
render crisp highs and balanced mids and bass.  The 
in-ear design coupled with our proprietary hybrid-
injection eartips, effectively block out external 
ambient noise while providing hours of comfortable 
listening.

The high efficiency drivers (105 dB/mW) deliver 
ample presence with ease; offering full dynamic 
sounds even at lower listening volumes.
Moonrock is equipped with an iPhone compatible 
microphone for answering calls on the #y while listening 
to your favorite tunes.  It also comes with its own pocket-
size carrying case with cable management to suit your 
carefree on-the-go lifestyle.

personal in-ear earphones

MICROPHONE
iPhone-compatible microphone for answering 
calls and controlling music.

IN-EAR DESIGN
Block out ambient noise and comfortably 
enjoy your music with soft hybrid-injection 
ear tips.

PACKAGE

Length x Width x Height
7.87" x 4.33"  x 0.98"  

20 cm x 11 cm x 2.5 cm

Features:

‣ High efficiency Neodymium drivers.                         
(20 Hz-20kHz / -10dB@1kHz)

‣ Integrated MEMS microphone with click button 
controls.

‣ Hybrid injection earbuds (3 sizes: S/M/L) for 
optimal $t and comfort.

‣ Custom carrying case with cable management.

Color Part No EAN/UPC RRP

White 99MO035101 4712052311480 £37.95

Lime 99MO035621 4712052311503 £37.95

Pink 99MO035301 4712052312081 £37.95

Gold 99MO035721 4712052311527 £37.95

Black 99MO035001 4712052311473 £37.95

Crimson 99MO035321 4712052311497 £37.95



Designed for style-conscious music lovers, Dulcia looks as sweet as it sounds. Inside the anodized aluminum 
body is Moshi Audio's DR6 Neodymium drivers that deliver rich warm sounds with punchy bass. The slim 
pro$le design coupled with our proprietary hybrid-injection silicone ear tips effectively block out external 
ambient noise while providing hours of comfortable listening. Dulcia is equipped with an iPhone-compatible 
microphone for answering calls on the #y while listening to your favorite tunes. In addition to its tangle-free 
#at cable, the package also includes a custom carrying pouch for convenient earphone storage.

stylish personal in-ear headphones

PACKAGE

Length x Width x Height
19 cm x 10.5 cm x 4 cm

Features:

• DR6 Neodymium drivers (15Hz-20kHz / 
-10dB@1kHz) with anodized aluminum casing.

• Integrated microphone with click button controls 
(compatible with iPhone and most other 
smartphones).

• Hybrid injection earbuds (3 sizes: M/S/SS) for 
optimal $t and comfort.

• Tangle resistant #at cable for simple cable 
management.

Color Part No EAN/UPC RRP

Black 99MO035002 4712052312814 £42.99

Pink 99MO035311 4712052312838 £42.99

White 99MO035102 4712052312821 £42.99

MICROPHONE
iPhone-compatible microphone for answering 
calls and controlling music.

CARRYING CASE
Custom carrying case with cable management.



Designed for discerning ears that crave for satisfying bass 
with extraordinary detail, Vortex™ reference in-ear 
headphones feature Moshi Audio's proprietary 
RigidBody™ driver housing aimed to deliver fast articulate 
bass without distortion. The drive units consist of high-
de$nition Neodymium drivers housed in sintered steel 
alloy which minimize cavity-induced coloration. This 
design not only vastly improves low frequency extension, 
but also renders silky smooth highs.

To obtain meaningful bass from any in-ear headphones, a 
tight seal between the ear tip and your ear canal must be 

achieved and maintained. Most in-ear headphones’ cables 
are much heavier than the individual driver unit, this 
constant weight-drag causes the drivers to fall out of your 
ears’ secure sealed position after awhile. Vortex’s lighter 
cable/heavier driver weight distribution enables the 
drivers to $t securely in your ears even when the cable is 
fully extended. To further ensure a secure yet comfortable 
$t, Vortex comes with 3 different sizes of hybrid-injection 
silicone ear tips as well as a set of memory-foam ear tips 
for optimal listening experience. It is also equipped with 
an iPhone compatible microphone f2or answering calls on 
the #y while listening to your favorite tunes.

premium in-ear earphones

CARRYING CASE
Custom carrying case with cable management.

EAR TIPS
Vortex comes with 3 different sizes of hybrid-
injection silicone tips as well as a set of 
memory-foam ear tips.

PACKAGE

Length x Width x Height
7.28" x 4.13" x 1.57"  

18.5 cm x 10.5 cm x 4 cm

Features:

• RigidBody™ steel alloy construction delivers deep, 
clean bass.

• High de$nition Neodymium drivers with 
extended range (10 Hz-20kHz / -10dB@1kHz).

• Braided ultra-light weight cable with integrated 
MEMS microphone.

• Custom silicone carrying case with cable 
management.

Color Part No EAN/UPC RRP

Dark Steel 99MO035021 4712052311435 £70.95



Color Part No EAN/UPC RRP

Silver 99MO035202 4712052311947 £110.00

Features:

• Ultra high de$nition XR9 drivers with extended 
range (10 Hz-22kHz /-10dB@1kHz).

• RigidBody™ steel alloy construction delivers clean, 
dynamic sound without distortion.

• Braided cable with integrated 3-button remote 
and omnidirectional MEMS microphone.

• Custom silicone carrying case with integrated 
cable management.

Featuring Moshi Audio's latest XR9 extended bandwidth drivers, Vortex Pro offers an audiophile auditioning experience 
so engaging, that you will want to listen to your favorite songs all over again. The 9mm ultra high de$nition XR9 drivers 
deliver clean, natural and agile sound over a much wider frequency range with exceptional soundstage and depth. On 
the other end of the equation is our proprietary triangular RigidBody™ housing, consisting of sintered steel alloy to 
minimize cavity-induced coloration. The combination renders unsurpassed $delity across the full spectrum with acoustic 
transparency and precision. Vortex Pro comes with 3 different sizes of hybrid-injection silicone ear tips as well as a set of 
memory-foam ear tips for optimal listening experience and comfort. The package also includes a custom silicone carrying 
case for easy storage and retrieval.

audiophile grade earphones

CARRYING CASE
Custom carrying case with cable management.

PACKAGE

Length x Width x Height
7.28" x 4.13" x 1.57"  

18.5 cm x 10.5 cm x 4 cm

3 BUTTON CONTROLLER
3  button controller with MIC



audiophile ceramic earphones

PACKAGE

Length x Width x Height
17.5 cm x  11 cm x 4.5 cm

Color Part No EAN/UPC RRP

Black 99MO035005 4712052313590 £89.99

CARRYING CASE
Custom carrying case with cable 
management.

Experience clean, unadulterated sound with Keramo. Moshi Audio's designers employed sintered ceramic as 
Keramo's driver housing to ensure a nearly #at frequency response with minimal harmonic distortion. This
unique housing combined with Moshi Audio's ultra-high de$nition 9mm driver produces a pure and natural 
soundstage without any treble or bass boost. Keramo is the ideal choice if you're looking for an accurate IEM
that delivers velvety-smooth mids and highs with natural sounding bass. The package includes six sets of 
hybrid silicone eartips for better $t and comfort, as well as a custom carrying case for easy storage and 
retrieval.

Features:

• Sintered ceramic housing delivers a natural and 
pristine sound.

• Ultra high de$nition XR9 drivers with extended 
range (10 Hz-22 kHz /-10dB@1kHz).

• Integrated omnidirectional MEMS microphone 
ideal for Smartphones.

• Custom carrying case for headphone storage and 
easy cable management.

CERAMIC HOUSING
The extreme rigidity of Keramo’s ceramic 
housing reduces distortion while its 
asymmetrical design eliminates unwanted 
resonance.



Absolute Clarity
Designed for aural connoisseurs who demand absolute clarity in music 
reproduction, Clarus by Moshi Audio revives music that otherwise 
sounds dull when played through ordinary earphones. Clarus is able to 
deliver this exquisite acoustic experience  through its proprietary 
DynaDuo™ drivers with a precision-tuned passive crossover network.  
Listen to your favorite music, whether it's jazz, rock, classical, or acoustic 
music, your discerning ears will be able to discover every nuance that has 
eluded them throughout the years.

Total Immersion
Clarus is equipped with DynaDuo™, which consists of two dynamic 
drivers that enable a wide frequency response with pristine sound 
reproduction. Typical IEMs require complete seal-off of ear canals to 
achieve meaningful bass response.  Clarus manages to circumvent this 

problem by utilizing a dedicated woofer with sound guide to deliver 
robust low frequency sound into your ears. What really sets Clarus apart 
however, is its dedicated high frequency driver, which has been 
acoustically engineered to render airy transparency. The passive 
crossover has also been optimized for exceptional uniformity. The end 
result is an immersive listening experience with enhanced transparency 
and accurate sound imaging.

Designed Ergonomics
The earpieces are designed to rest on the cusp of the ear canals, not 
inside of them, thereby eliminating ear fatigue.  The soft ear loops 
comfortably hook over the ears so that Clarus stay securely in place even 
when you're on the move. Clarus also comes with various   sizes of 
earpieces for both comfort and optimized bass response.

premium dual-driver earphones

CARRYING CASE
Custom carrying case with cable management.

3 BUTTON CONTROLLER
3  button controller with MIC.

PACKAGE

Length x Width x Height
5.7" x 1.97" x 8.85"  

14.5 cm x 5 cm x 22.5 cm

Features:

• Equipped with DynaDuo™  two-way drivers to 
provide extraordinary dynamic range.

• Precision-tuned crossover delivers sonic 
uniformity and total immersion.

• Steel alloy construction ensures absolute purity 
without distortion.

• Braided ultra-light weight OFC cable with3-button 
controls with mic. 

• Custom carrying case with cable management.

Color Part No EAN/UPC RRP

Silver 99MO035201 4712052311930 £ 159.00


